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3-in-1 USB to USB-C / Lightning / Micro USB cable, Mcdodo CA-3330, 1.2m (black)
Do you want to charge your equipment quickly and freely? With Mcdodo it will be possible! The CA-3330 cable is equipped with 3 output
ports,  so you will  be able to charge several  equipment at the same time! What's more, thanks to its thoughtful  design, it  will  be very
durable and will serve you for many years. 
 
Fast charging and great compatibility
The  Mcdodo  CA-3330  cable  offers  a  3-in-1  solution.  It  features  3  outputs:  USB-C,  Lightning  and  Micro  USB,  making  it  extremely
compatible  with  a  variety  of  devices.  You  can  charge  several  devices  at  the  same  time,  making  it  ideal  if  you  have  a  variety  of
equipment.  What's  more,  its  power  reaches  up  to  100  watts,  which  guarantees  fast  and  efficient  charging.  As  a  result,  the  Mcdodo
CA-3330 cable is a practical and efficient solution for all your charging needs.
 
Data transfer
The Mcdodo CA-3330 cable not only charges your devices with unmatched power, but also enables lightning-fast data transfer, courtesy
of  its  USB-C  tip.  With  a  transfer  speed  of  480  Mbps,  this  cable  is  capable  of  transferring  large  files  in  just  seconds.  Whether  you're
transferring documents, photos, videos or games, the Mcdodo CA-3330 ensures fast and smooth transfers, making it an invaluable tool
for those who value efficiency and speed.
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Excellent design
The Mcdodo CA-3330 cable combines innovative technology and robust construction. It uses MSC charging technology, which provides
dynamic power distribution between devices.  This ensures that your devices are charged optimally,  with safety and efficiency.  What's
more,  the  cable  has  a  gold-plated  connector  that  guarantees  corrosion  resistance.  As  a  result,  you  don't  have  to  worry  about  the
connection losing quality over time.
 
	Producer 
	Mcdodo 
	Model 
	CA-3330
	Color 
	Black 
	Length
	1,2 m
	Power
	100 W max.
	USB-C output
	max. 6 A
	Lightning output
	max. 2,4 A
	Micro USB output
	max. 2 A
	Material
	PVC + Nylon

Price:

Before: € 11.5005

Now: € 10.00

Smartphone accessories, Mobile Phone Accessories, USB cables, Micro, USB-C, Lightning
3 in 1
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